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Abstract

This paper describes the Inria ALMAnaCH
team submission to the WMT 2022 general
translation shared task. Participating in the lan-
guage directions {cs,ru,uk}→en and cs↔uk,
we experiment with the use of a dedicated
Latin-script transcription convention aimed at
representing all Slavic languages involved in a
way that maximises character- and word-level
correspondences between them as well as with
the English language. Our hypothesis was
that bringing the source and target language
closer could have a positive impact on machine
translation results. We provide multiple com-
parisons, including bilingual and multilingual
baselines, with and without transcription. Ini-
tial results indicate that the transcription strat-
egy was not successful, resulting in lower re-
sults than baselines. We nevertheless submitted
our multilingual, transcribed models as our pri-
mary systems, and in this paper provide some
indications as to why we got these negative
results.

1 Introduction

This paper describes the Inria ALMAnaCH team
submission to the WMT 2022 general translation
shared task. We chose to explore the language
directions {cs,ru,uk}↔en and cs↔uk in order to
concentrate on the Slavic language family. Due to
some experimental problems that impacted the into-
Slavic directions most heavily, we only submitted
{cs,ru,uk}→en and cs↔uk language directions, but
we present all results we obtained here.

A major area of interest in machine translation
(MT) research is transfer between languages, par-
ticularly related ones and for lesser resourced lan-
guages (Zoph et al., 2016; Kocmi and Bojar, 2018).
One way of encouraging transfer is to train multilin-
gual models, whereby several language directions
are trained simultaneously, often sharing some (Fi-
rat et al., 2016) or all model parameters (Ha et al.,

∗Contributions made whilst at Inria.

2016; Johnson et al., 2017; Aharoni et al., 2019),
with the hope that similarities between the lan-
guages can boost performance, particularly for the
lower-resourced languages.

To encourage lexical sharing and therefore the
transfer capacity of such models, joint subword seg-
mentation models (Sennrich et al., 2016b) and MT
vocabularies are often used (Sennrich et al., 2016a),
and techniques such as phonetisation and translit-
eration/transcription can be applied to texts in a
bid to overcome differences in writing systems and
spelling (Nguyen and Chiang, 2017; Chakravarthi
et al., 2019; Goyal et al., 2020; Muller et al., 2021).

In our submission to the WMT 2022 general
translation shared task, we experimented with mul-
tilingual models and the use of customised tran-
scription into a common writing system designed
to maximise lexical sharing, similar to the one used
in (Muller et al., 2021). We choose to work with
the language directions involving Slavic languages,
that is {cs,ru,uk}↔en and cs↔uk. We find that
our transcription method unfortunately leads to de-
graded results, likely a consequence of errors be-
ing injected and notably the necessity to apply a
learned detranscription model as a post-processing
step for into-Slavic language directions. Our mul-
tilingual models achieved largely inferior results
to our bilingual baseline models for the same num-
ber of parameters, showing that multilingual trans-
fer cannot compensated for sharing the vocabulary
over a larger number of languages. Transcribing the
languages in the multilingual setup results narrows
the gap slightly, but the results remain lower than
the bilingual baselines. We nevertheless decided
to submit our multilingual models with common-
Slavic transcription rather than our superior base-
line results in the full knowledge that these results
would not achieve the best results in the shared
task.1

1We believe it was more interesting to submit these results
to test our hypothesis rather than to submit more standard
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cs original Sníh pokryl stromy vedle zámku.
cs transcribed Snig pokril stromi vedle zamku.

uk original Снiг вкрив дерева бiля замку.
uk transliterated Snih vkryv dereva bilja zamku.
uk transcribed Sneg vkriv dereva bela zamku.

ru original Снег покрыл деревья возле замка.
ru transliterated Sneg pokryl derev’ja vozle zamka.
ru transcribed Sneg pokril dereva vozle zamka.

en original The snow has covered the trees next to the castle.

Table 1: Constructed example illustrating the difference between standard transliteration and our linguistically
motivated transcription.

2 Related Work

There has been a considerable body of work in
MT dedicated to multilingual models, whereby
several language directions are trained simultane-
ously, with different degrees of parameter sharing,
ranging from separate encoders and decoders (Fi-
rat et al., 2016) to the sharing of a single encoder
and a single decoder for all languages with a sin-
gle shared vocabulary (Ha et al., 2016; Johnson
et al., 2017; Aharoni et al., 2019). As well as be-
ing practical by providing a single MT model that
can be used for multiple directions, the models
have the advantage of aiding the representations of
lower-resourced languages, particularly if related,
higher-resourced languages are also included in
training (Kudugunta et al., 2019; Aharoni et al.,
2019; Tchistiakova et al., 2021).

In addition to approaches such as joint subword
segmentation models (Sennrich et al., 2016b) and
the use of a joint vocabulary for all languages (John-
son et al., 2017), strategies to encourage more lex-
ical sharing have also been explored in order to
overcome surface differences introduced by ortho-
graphic conventions, notably phonetisation (Liu
et al., 2019; Rosales Núñez et al., 2019; Sun et al.,
2022) and transliteration (Nakov and Tiedemann,
2012; Nguyen and Chiang, 2017; Goyal et al.,
2020). These approaches can be particularly useful
for borrowings and for proper nouns, which can
be made to be identical (or near-identical) across
languages once transliteration has been applied.

Transliteration is the mapping of one writing
system to another, and therefore is relevant when
languages are written in different scripts (e.g. Latin,
Cyrillic, Devanagari, etc.). In particular for related
languages, it can be interesting to apply translitera-

baseline systems. Due to human error, these submitted models
perform less well than the results presented in this paper, as
described in Section 5.3.

tion in order to exploit the fact that many words can
be made to be similar on the surface once translit-
eration has been applied. Much of the work that
has explored transliteration for MT has focused
on Indian languages, for which the mapping be-
tween scripts is relatively straightforward (Bawden
et al., 2019; Goyal et al., 2020; Kunchukuttan and
Bhattacharyya, 2021; Sun et al., 2022), but there
has also been research on other language families
(Maimaiti et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2022), including
Slavic languages (Maimaiti et al., 2019). In our sys-
tems, we follow a similar approach to test whether a
form of transliteration that maximises lexical over-
lap between Slavic languages could help translation
in a multilingual setup, even in the relatively high-
resource scenario provided by the shared task.

3 Multilingual Slavic models with
transcription

Building on the previous work on multilingual MT
and on transliteration to encourage lexical sharing,
we propose multilingual models with a custom lin-
guistically motivated transcription scheme for trans-
lation between English and the Slavic languages
Czech (cs), Ukrainian (uk) and Russian (ru).

Multilingual Slavic translation models We
train multilingual Slavic translation models with a
single encoder-decoder architecture as in (Johnson
et al., 2017) over the following language directions:
{cs,uk,ru} from and into English and cs to and from
uk. Given that a single shared encoder and a sin-
gle shared decoder is used, the same vocabulary is
used across all languages, and we also share embed-
dings across the encoder and decoder. To further
encourage sharing, we train a joint subword seg-
mentation model. To test the performance of this
multilingual model, we compare against bilingual
baselines trained uniquely on parallel data for the
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specific language pair, which also share encoder
and decoding embeddings.

Linguistically motivated transcription We ex-
periment with the use of a customised common
Slavic writing system designed with the aim of
maximising lexical overlap between the Slavic lan-
guages we study. The underlying idea is that MT
models, both bilingual and multilingual, should
benefit from an increase in the similarity between
languages including in training. Since Slavic lan-
guages share a common ancestor, Proto-Slavic,
they display similarities in terms of phonetics,
grammar and vocabulary. Lexical overlap, though,
can be further improved in at least two ways:

• Whereas Czech uses the Latin script with a
number of diacritics, Russian and Ukrainian
use the Cyrillic script. Using a common script
would inevitably increase the lexical overlap
and make it more explicit. For instance, us-
ing a standard Latin transliteration scheme
for Russian,2 the Russian word рука ‘hand’
can be rendered as ruka, which is identical to
Czech ruka ‘hand’.

• Each Slavic language has undergone a num-
ber of changes from Proto-Slavic, including
regular sound changes. Examples such as
Ru. рука∼ruka vs. Cz. ruka, where translit-
eration alone is enough to create a perfect
lexical overlap, are therefore rare. However,
there are a large number of cognates (words in
related languages that share a common ances-
tor), which, independently of the script, are
still similar and only differ in partly system-
atic ways. For instance, Ru. корень ‘root’,
Uk. корiнь ‘id.’ and Cz. kořen ‘id.’ are cog-
nates. Using standard transliteration schemes,
the Russian and Ukrainian words can be ren-
dered as koren’ and korin’, respectively. This
is closer to Cz. kořen but is not identical. More
importantly, it fails to identify the fact that
Uk. i often corresponds to Cz. e and that Cz. ř
often corresponds to Ru. and Uk. р.

To further increase lexical overlap and with the
aim of encouraging more transfer between the lan-
guages than what is permitted by standard transliter-
ation schemes, we developed transformation rules

2Here and elsewhere in this paper, we use the so-called
“scientific transliteration” when we transliterate Russian and
Ukrainian. It is a standard, slightly language-dependent,
transliteration scheme.

for all three Slavic languages based on systematic
patterns, based on observations from cognate lists
in the three languages and knowledge about their
morphology, in order to lower the differences in-
troduced between them by sound changes and mor-
phological particularities, similarly to (Muller et al.,
2021). For Russian and Ukrainian, this involves a
script change, but Czech is also modified. We call
this transformation linguistically motivated tran-
scription.3 Going back to the example above, the
output of our transcription scripts for Ru. корень,
Uk. корiнь and Cz. kořen is the same, namely ko-
ren. Table 1 illustrates our linguistically motivated
transcription strategies on a constructed multilin-
gual example.

Transcription and detranscription Our com-
mon Slavic transcription is applied during pre-
processing to the training data. For into-English
language directions, no further processing is re-
quired following translation, because we only tran-
scribe the Slavic languages and not English. How-
ever for from-English directions and for cs↔uk,
the output of the MT model will require detran-
scription in order to transform the outputs into the
correct form for that language. We therefore also
train small transcription models, which are essen-
tially individual translation models trained to trans-
late from the transcribed text to the original writing
system. This step can be trained on large quantities
of monolingual data rather than being limited to
parallel data, which is important if error propaga-
tion is to be kept to a minimum.

4 Data

We developed systems for four of the several lan-
guage combinations taken into account for the gen-
eral translation task. They are {cs,ru,uk}↔en and
cs↔uk. We took part in the challenge under its
constrained track, using only a portion of the data
made available for the task. The following sections
describe the data we used and how we processed
and filtered it. We present the data sizes and their
corresponding sources in Table 8 in Appendix A.

3Transliteration is generally defined as a bijective script
change, a constraint that is too strict to allow for a significant
increase in lexical overlap. Relaxing the bijectivity constraint,
on the other hand, means that some information is lost. It is
no longer a transliteration stricto sensu. Contrarily to (Muller
et al., 2021), we therefore use the term transcription rather
than transliteration to denote a transformation process that
performs non-bijective changes.
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Source lang=en
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3) De-transcription1) Transcription

2) Multilingual MT

Figure 1: Illustration of our multilingual MT approach using common Slavic transcription.

4.1 Parallel Data
We used all of the parallel data provided for the
language pairs we selected, with the exception of
the back-translated news data, CzEng2.0 and two
more datasets released at a later stage of the chal-
lenge, ELRC-EU acts, and Yakut parallel data, for
the training of our NMT systems. We excluded
the back-translated news data4 and CzEng 2.0,5

which are both back-translated data sources, after
inspecting their respective content and discovering
a large proportion of poorly translated sentences.
To assess their quality and gauge the amount of
noise present, the other parallel data were carefully
examined. This was important especially for the
web-mined data such as CCAligned, Wikimatrix,
and CommonCrawl, which all contained a vari-
ety of quality issues identified in (Kreutzer et al.,
2022).

Parallel Data Filtering: Each parallel corpus
was subjected to a generic filtering pipeline in-
volving the removal of blank lines and sentences
without corresponding translations. We carried out
language identification on the web-mined paral-
lel corpora using FastText (Joulin et al., 2016a,
2017), thus removing sentence pairs where either
the source or target is not in the intended language.
Finally, the parallel corpora for each language pair
were combined, and duplicate translation pairs
were removed. Table 2 shows the original num-
ber of parallel sentences for the different language
pairs and their corresponding sizes after filtering.

Language pair Original Filtered

cs–en 56,289,558 54,495,258
cs–uk 3,163,969 2,490,622
en–ru 31,052,852 25,584,007
en–uk 23,355,100 22,322,394

Table 2: Number of parallel sentences.

4http://data.statmt.org/wmt20/
translation-task/back-translation/

5https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/czeng/czeng20

4.2 Monolingual Data

We used monolingual data to train the detranscrip-
tion models. As with the parallel data, we removed
empty lines, duplicated lines and also sentences
that were not from the target language by doing
language identification with FastText (Joulin et al.,
2017, 2016b). This process was necessary since
most of these sentences were web-mined text. The
statistics of the monolingual data for each language
are shown in Table 9 in Appendix A, along with
their sizes before and after pre-processing.

For the transcription experiments, we randomly
selected 20M sentences from the pre-processed
monolingual texts for each of the Slavic languages.

4.3 Validation and Test Data

For each language pair, we chose 2000 and 3000
sentence pairs from the pre-processed parallel texts
as our internal validation and test sets respectively,
and the remaining sentences were used for train-
ing. In order to compare the various systems we
developed, we also used the development set pro-
vided for the shared task (the FLORES develop-
ment set and the WMT2018 test set depending on
the language pair). This was also done for the
systems with transcription. En↔uk and cs↔en
models were only evaluated on the in-house test
and the FLORES development sets because they
were not in covered by the WMT2018 test sets. We
also provide automatic scores on the WMT2022
test sets.

4.4 Subword Tokenisation

We tokenised all data using a joint SentencePiece
(Kudo and Richardson, 2018) unigram model with
a character coverage of 1.0 and a maximum sen-
tence length of 4, 096 tokens. Specifically, for
the bilingual systems, we uniformly sampled 5M
monolingual sentences from the parallel training
data of each language pair to have 10M sentences
in total over which we trained a SentencePiece to-
keniser. Similarly, for multilingual systems, we
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sampled a total of 10M monolingual sentences
evenly from all monolingual data available for each
language that the tokeniser was trained on.

5 Experiments and training

We submitted three categories of NMT systems:
(i) the baseline bilingual translation models for
each of the four language pairs in their original
scripts, (ii) a multilingual model with common-
Slavic transcription for {cs,uk,ru}→en, and (iii) a
bilingual model with common-Slavic transcription
for cs↔uk. Below, we provide details of these sub-
mitted systems, as well as the additional systems
developed before and after the task’s deadline.

5.1 NMT architecture and training
All models used the transformer-base architec-
ture (Vaswani et al., 2017) within the Fairseq6

toolkit (Ott et al., 2019). We use the
multilingual_translation architecture for all
models, except for those trained on a single lan-
guage pair. We used batch sizes of 10, 240 tokens, a
maximum sentence length of 1, 024, and a dropout
of 0.3. For optimisation, we used Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.998, a
learning rate of 1 ∗ 5e−5 and a warm-up of 4, 000
updates. The optimiser uses a label-smoothed
cross-entropy loss function with a label-smoothing
value of 0.1. For multilingual models we use tem-
perature sampling with T = 1.5. All models were
trained until convergence based on the BLEU score
on the development set. We use BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) to evaluate our models and to choose
the best checkpoints, calculated using SacreBLEU7

(Post, 2018).

5.2 Baseline models
We trained a bilingual translation model for each
of the four language pairs we covered. We chose a
vocabulary size of 64k for all systems after exper-
imenting with different sizes (16k, 32k, and 64k).
We then fine-tuned each bilingual model to each of
the two directions in the language pair (taking the
best checkpoint of the bilingual model), resulting
in a baseline model for each of the 8 translation
directions.

We also trained a multilingual system for all of
the language pairs, i.e. a single model that can trans-
late in every direction, which was then finetuned to

6https://github.com/facebookresearch/fairseq
7With the following parameters: case:mixed|eff:no|

tok:13a|smooth:exp|version:2.3.1

each language direction. We chose to use a vocabu-
lary size of 64k based on the trends we found from
the bidirectional model experiments. We chose not
to go bigger in order to keep the model compact
and comparable to the bilingual baselines, at least
in terms of the number of parameters. Our compar-
ison therefore tests whether for a same number of
parameters multilingual models (and transcription)
can be beneficial, despite the fact that multilingual
vocabs are likely to result in a higher degree of
segmentation for the individual languages.

5.3 Common Slavic transcription

To assess the impact of transcription, we trained
bilingual and multilingual models on the tran-
scribed versions of the Slavic parallel data. We
follow the same setup as for the baseline models
(i.e. bilingual/multilingual training and then fine-
tuning on the specific language direction), simply
substituting the original Slavic text with the tran-
scribed versions.8 When presenting the results,
we refer to the transcribed version of Russian (ru),
Czech (cs) and Ukranian (uk) as rl, cl and ul re-
spectively.

Due to human error, our submitted multilingual
systems were trained with a vocabulary of 16k
rather than 64k, which severely penalised them
and resulted in very low official scores. We report
results with the intended vocabulary size of 64k in
this article.

5.4 Detranscription models

For each Slavic language, we trained a de-
transcription model on 20M parallel sentences
(transcribed→original), consisting of monolingual
sentences and their automatically transcribed ver-
sions. We used a joint SentencePiece model of
size 16k and used the same architecture as be-
fore. These models were applied after translation
to make sure that transcribed Slavic outputs were
in their original writing system.

6 Results

6.1 Baseline models (without transcription)

We first report results for our baseline models in
Table 3 (i.e. without transcription).

We provide results for our in-house test set (from
the same distribution as the training data), the
FLORES devtest subset and the WMT2018 test

8SentencePiece models were also retrained on the new
data, keeping a vocabulary size of 64k.
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en→cs cs→en cs→uk uk→cs en→ru ru→en en→uk uk→en

Bilingual
*In-house Test 43.11 45.38 39.16 40.20 42.66 47.07 33.32 38.16
FLORESdevtest 29.05 33.70 19.76 20.86 24.60 28.65 24.11 30.03
WMT 2018 20.81 29.03 – – 23.77 28.15 – –
WMT 2022 33.62 39.45 27.40 25.65 23.60 34.71 20.72 34.42

Multilingual
*In-house Test 36.02 39.42 27.08 28.50 35.71 40.74 34.19 38.97
FLORESdevtest 21.53 27.22 11.56 13.41 15.22 21.43 17.48 24.76
WMT 2018 15.36 21.18 – – 15.04 21.19 – –
WMT 2022 24.95 26.89 18.61 17.43 16.70 26.66 16.66 27.49

Table 3: BLEU score results for bilingual and multilingual baseline models (i.e. without transcription).

en→cs cs→en cs→uk uk→cs en→ru ru→en en→uk uk→en

Bilingual
In-house Test 41.72 44.94 35.80 38.04 38.67 46.50 28.89 37.69
FLORESdevtest 28.83 33.56 19.05 20.09 21.77 27.93 21.94 28.86
WMT 2018 20.66 27.64 – – 21.64 27.57 – –
WMT 2022 33.42 37.83 26.43 24.96 21.22 34.43 18.69 32.7

Multilingual
In-house test 36.75 40.08 30.64 32.99 34.57 41.19 29.73 38.71
FLORESdevtest 22.34 28.15 15.90 16.22 17.96 22.64 20.62 24.78
WMT 2018 15.85 22.39 – – 17.85 22.24 – –
WMT 2022 26.08 29.00 23.20 21.15 17.66 27.32 18.36 28.48

Table 4: BLEU score results for bilingual and multilingual models using transcription for all Slavic languages.

set (when available). Although the BLEU scores
are not directly comparable across test sets, the
baseline results are generally quite high. The high-
est results are seen for cs↔en and for all sets other
than the WMT2022 test set, the lowest are generally
seen for cs↔ul, which correspond to the highest
and lowest resourced language pairs respectively.
Interestingly, the en↔uk test set are comparatively
tougher than the other sets we evaluate with.

When we compare bilingual and multilingual re-
sults, it is clear that the bilingual models are largely
superior for all language directions, with very large
differences in BLEU scores across evaluate sets.
The only BLEU scores that are higher for the multi-
lingual model is for en↔uk, for which the in-house
test set gives slightly higher results. However, this
does not hold for the other test sets, indicating
overfitting of the models. These results are not
so surprising given the relatively small vocabulary
size of 64k for the four languages included in train-
ing. This is to compare with the bilingual models’
64k vocabulary sizes spread over two languages
only. The obligation to share a same vocabulary
size amongst more languages (and more scripts) is
certainly not compensated by any gain that could
possibly be had through multilingual transfer.

6.2 Results with transcription

In Table 4 we provide the results of bilingual and
multilingual models with transcription (and detran-
scription where necessary).

Although transcription should not help the bilin-
gual models that translate to and from English
since there is only one Slavic language involved,
we include these results for comparative purposes.
Ideally, these results (for {cs,uk,ru}↔en) should
be identical to the baseline results, showing that
transcription does not introduce noise into the pro-
cess. In reality, we see a systematic drop in results
when transcribing for into-English directions, and
a greater drop in BLEU score for into-Slavic direc-
tions, most likely due to errors introduced by the de-
transcription model. Interestingly, some directions
suffer much more than others (e.g. en→uk and
en→ru have a drop of over 2 BLEU vs. en→cs’s
drop of 0.20 BLEU on WMT2022). This could
well be a reflection of the fact that the transcrip-
tion scheme was centred around Czech, with fewer
modifications being made to this language than to
the others.

For the multilingual models, the scores are again
much lower than the bilingual models with translit-
eration for all directions, although some slight im-
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provements are seen for into-English directions, al-
though the performance is much closer for en→uk.
We do however see an improvements across the
board on the results of the baseline multilingual
models (i.e. without transcription), suggesting that
transcribing helps to marginally make up some of
the lost scores. Unfortunately, it is unclear whether
this is due to the vocabulary now being spread over
fewer different scripts or whether transcription does
help provide better transfer in some other ways.

7 Discussion

Given these disappointing results, it is important to
make a first step to understanding why transcription
does not help. We therefore look at some additional
results concerning the noise that the transcription
step might be introducing: (i) the translation results
for the detranscription step itself and (ii) compara-
tive results for cs↔uk when transcribing the source,
the target or both.

Detranscription quality We show the results for
the detranscription step itself in Table 5, where
we apply our detranscription models to the texts
to which our transcription rules have been applied.
The BLEU scores are very high, but not exactly
perfect, suggesting that errors are being introduced
in this step. The results are highest for Czech,
therefore confirming our earlier hypothesis that this
step is degrading less for this language given that
fewer changes are made.

We also provide results (Table 6) of the raw out-
put of the from-English bilingual models with tran-
scription (i.e. before applying detranscription). We
compare these to the results of the bilingual base-
lines (trained to produce the correct script) but with
automatic transcription applied to the outputs in
order to provide a point of comparison in terms
of the BLEU score. The results are lower for the
bilingual models with transcription for Russian and
Ukrainian, suggesting that the outputs of the MT
models are also far from perfect, and that transcrip-
tion may be introducing ambiguities and making it
harder for the models to learn. However, as can be
seen in previous results, the same cannot be said
for Czech, where the results are actually slightly
higher for the bilingual model with transcription
compared to the bilingual baseline with transcrip-
tion applied.

Comparative results for cs↔uk with different
combinations of transcription Table 7 shows

cl→cs rl→ru ul→uk

FLORESdevtest 97.49 94.74 96.29
WMT 2022 (src) 96.47 95.34 94.70
WMT 2022 (ref) 97.33 96.24 97.12

Table 5: BLEU score results for detranscription.

en→cl en→rl en→ul

Bilingual with transcription
FLORESdevtest 29.53 22.90 22.62
WMT 2022 34.06 22.56 19.27

Transcribing bilingual baseline’s output
FLORESdevtest 29.37 25.35 24.60
WMT 2022 33.87 23.75 20.94

Table 6: Comparison of bilingual models with transcrip-
tion and of baseline bilingual models with transcription
applied to the outputs. Results (BLEU scores) are pro-
vided on transliterated references.

the results for cs↔uk when transcribing the source,
target or both. The best results when using the
original scripts, as can be seen in previous results.
However, the results suggest that in some scenarios,
it could be better to transcribe just the source rather
than to transcribe both source and target. The ad-
vantage of this for uk→cs is that Ukrainian is being
made to look more like Czech, but without there
being extra errors added by the detranscription step.
(Muller et al., 2021) showed that transcribing could
be useful for lower-resource languages, so a pos-
sibility here is that the languages are sufficiently
high-resource for transcription not to help so much
and for the errors introduced in detranscription to
outweigh any potential benefits.

none source target both

cs→uk
FLORESdevtest 19.76 19.64 19.32 19.05
WMT 2022 27.40 27.01 26.82 26.43

uk→cs
FLORESdevtest 20.86 20.41 18.50 20.09
WMT 2022 25.65 25.15 25.41 24.96

Table 7: BLEU score results for bilingual cs↔uk mod-
els when transliterating neither source nor target (none),
just the source, just the target or both. Results are shown
after detranscription.

8 Conclusion

Setting aside the fact that multilingual models pro-
vide very inferior results to specific bilingual mod-
els for the same number of parameters, our results
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suggest that the answer to the question “Does tran-
scription help cross-script machine translation?” is
no. This is at least for the languages on which we
experimented and given the amount of training data
we had at our disposition. Our bilingual model re-
sults show that transcription harms performance,
whether it is done on the source side, the target
side or both sides. There are several possible ex-
planations for this: (i) the relatively high-resource
scenario we are working in, where baselines can al-
ready achieve good results and where little gain can
be achieved through this type of transfer, (ii) the
possibility that transcription introduced ambigui-
ties that could harm translation, and (iii) the detran-
scription step itself also introducing errors.
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A Data sources

Tables 8 and 9 give the amount of data for each
data source in the parallel and monolingual data
respectively.
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Source en-ru en-cs en-uk cs-uk

AirBaltic 1092
ECB 3100
CZECHTOURISM 7328
RAPID 263287
EMA 495234
EESC 1329010
UNCorpus4 23239280
NEWS Commentary 333899 253639
WorldBank 25849 1628
Paracrawl 5377911 50632492 13354365
WikiTitles 1189107 410978
WikiMatrix 2094650
EUROPARL 645330
Commoncrawl 878386 161838
Opus

Bible 15901 7953
Open Subtitles 877780 730804
EUBooks 1793 1506
TED2020 208141 115351
Wikimedia 348143 1959
MultiCCAligned 8547349 2306396
Dev set

FLORES (dev) 997 997
FLORES (devtest) 1012 1012
NEWSTEST2018 991

Table 8: Parallel data sources.

Source Cs En Ru Uk

News crawl 12203274 39361312 15441304 411439
Europarl v10 669676
News Commentary 282139 660667 404978
Common Crawl 333498145 - 1168529851
UberText Corpus -
fiction 1811548
news 31021650
ubercorpus 48620146
wikidump 15786948

Leipzig Corpora - - - -
ukr_mixed_2012 1000000
ukr_news_2020 1000000
ukr_newscrawl_2018 1000000
ukrua_web_2019 1000000
ukr_wikipedia_2021 1000000

Legal Ukrainian 7568246
Common Crawl (filt.) 275825036 - 1150607428 -

Total (concat.) 293980125 - 1170453710 110219977
Total (dedup.) 290477308 - 1155825622 53177077

Table 9: Monolingual data sources.
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